Dodge dakota blower motor resistor

The second-generation Dakota began development in , though they were not introduced until
for the model year. Trent chipman. Have replaced my blower resistor 3 times already in the past
2 weeks. What could be the reason it keeps going bad? I had this problem reoccurring! I had to
keep replacing the blower motor resister. I finally replaced the blower motor and was fine for
about a year. Before I could tell when it blew, because it would only work on high. This time, it
all went out without warning and wouldn't even work in high!! Checked other things first since
the blower motor was fairly new fuses, relays, etc. Getting tired of replacing it!! Good thing it
isn't very expensive! When your Dakota or Durango left the factory, it had a Mopar motor and
voltage resister that were compatible with each other. After years the motor wears out , begins
to draws more amps burns up the resister. Most people replace the wiring harness and the
resister with. Then they buy a aftermarket blower motor and again it keeps burning up. The
reason isâ€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦. Just the way it is today. Noboys makes their own parts anymore, mostly
China crap. Go to a salvage yard, find a low mileage Durango or Dakota and pull the motor and
resister and then you will be good to go. Only use high speed fan setting for heat and AC. You
can even use cheap eBay parts etc. Replaced blower motor, resistors, and plugs multiple times.
Noticed moisture on blower cage. Next time water poured from the motor housing worked 1 mo.
My hose was cracked. Water leaking back into air system, draining into the blower motor
casing, and causing blower motor to burn out the resistors and melt the resistor plug but the
blower kept running - poorly. It starts out slow and you figure there is something wrong with
resistor, resistor connector which melted or the blower motor's old, or
they-don't-make-these-blower-motors-like-they-used to. Replace everything or soldered wires to
resistor to no avail. It happens again. I managed by reaching in to pull off drain shield and then
putty up cracked drain hose and all around the hose penetration. Does the blower motor run
with the switch in the OFF position? If you leave the blower motor switched continually on you
may not notice this. If so I suspect that there is an earth fault on one of the wires connected to
either pin 4 or 5 of the resistor. Here is a the blower circuit for a Dodge Dakota. Hopefully it is
the same for your particular year model. This is because this is the resistor which carries all the
current when the switch is in positions low thru med 2. This scenario is the same for pin 5 with
the Med 1 position. It could also be an internal blower switch fault and that there is a short
circuit connection between either the low and Med 1 setting or between the Med 1 and Med 2
setting. Hi should not affect it as it is a short circuit through the resistor anyway. There should
never be a reading between the wires with the switch in any position. I had mine replaced in May
on my Chevy Impala. It has since conked out 3 different times. The warranty covered the initial
replacement but otherwise I am getting nowhere. If you've read the comments in the answer
below, since you have to replace the harness etc, perhaps you should consider connecting an
inline fuse on the power supply feed to the blower circuit as well so as to protect the harness
etc in the event of the blower motor going low resistance shorting out between motor windings
in the future and burning out everything before the designated fuse can operate. Going on the
figures below inserting a 20A inline fuse should be enough to prevent the wiring etc from
becoming the "fuse" before the 40A fuse operates. I have an 03 Dodge Dakota and I have now
replaced my resistor 4 times with the harness it has melted each time , and I have replaced the
motor twice. It is always the second pin on the harness that melts tan wire. Any suggestions on
what may be the cause? Show 2 more comments. L Pfaff lpfaff1. Many Dodge forums tell of this
problem. Good luck. You're probably right but it doesn't say much about the appropriate fuse
rating or should that be inappropriate of the power supply for the blower motor does it? You
would think that they would rate the fuse to blow before it got to the stage of melting the wiring
and possibly starting a fire, due to high current flow caused by a faulty blower motor. Thanks
for the interest, I wondered why also. Thanks for the link. Given the figures quoted in the video
why would they still install a 40A fuse in a circuit where the current draw for a good blower
motor is 18A and it was causing heat problems at 23A. They are turning the wiring into fuse
wires. The wires will burn out before the fuse will. I am amazed that they allow such a large
tolerance. Hi jayeff, Definite design flaw. The 40A fuse is to be the circuit fuse, Items in this
circuit should be fused separately and should not add up to more then 40A circuit fuse. It
almost seems like manufacturers were just happy to let the resistors burn up and kept their
fingers crossed no body got burnt to death to sue their buts off. Does anyone know the current
draw specs for these motors? My motor works but keeps melting the connector to the fuse. I
would like to test it to see if it is out of spec before I replace it. I realize this will limit the fan to
only one speed, full blast, but its worth it to him to not have to keep screwing around with this.
Dakota Fan dakotafan. Juan Ramirez. I'm replacing the connector and couple wires. I try to run
it in high so hopefully it last longer. Ok , think I figured it out. I got this truck from a previous
owner if not more. It seems the blower it's from a junk yard. When I replaced the resistor
connector and wires melted I took the blower off the truck. It seemed that it was a little hard to

spin on it's own. I put lots of WD aot both ends and that makes spin much easier. I did soldier
each wire from the resistor plug. Still dealing with condensation discharge , as it keeps into the
cabin , under the carpet. Mine quit and moving the connector caused it to make better contact
and it would work for a while. Think I need to solder each wire. Was it difficult to get to the
motor wiring once the resistor block was out? Only mine to 05 Monte Carlo with a 3. Chevy it
don't matter you know but I wish I understood the pain solution so I can figure that out cuz I am
burning up in on the resistors which means it's getting too hot hi guys you did you doing a
great job thanks a lot for a guy that you're working on 40 cars for 40 years. Yes , I had the same
issue with the connector many times , it was getting hot and melting it self. January 13 by Juan
Ramirez. Just about any Dodge - has the same problem with the blower motor resistor. I own a
Dodge Dakota and replaced the part three times before I figured out to get the wiring harness
that comes with the resistor and rewire the plug. It is located under the glove box, it takes about
15 minutes to fix and costs about 20 bucks. The one thing that caused mine to go bad was
leaving the fan on when I shut the truck off, next time I started it, it blew the resistor. If you look
into the female end of the plug you will see black in one of the holes where it blew out. Hope
this helps someone with their problem. I was about fit to be tied before I figured it out!! It is a
part that should have been recalled by Dodge the first year it came out. Thousands of people
have the same problem with their dodge. Go to Edmonds. Fix leak. Retro the resistor to get
better connection and problem solved. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Trent chipman Rep:
37 2 1. View the answer I have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good
question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 3. OR: Only use high speed fan setting for heat and AC.
The All-New. The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution. Hi, Does the blower
motor run with the switch in the OFF position? If not then it may be a faulty blower switch Here
is a the blower circuit for a Dodge Dakota. Was this answer helpful? Hi terrywoodward74, If
you've read the comments in the answer below, since you have to replace the harness etc,
perhaps you should consider connecting an inline fuse on the power supply feed to the blower
circuit as well so as to protect the harness etc in the event of the blower motor going low
resistance shorting out between motor windings in the future and burning out everything before
the designated fuse can operate. Just a thought. Most Helpful Answer. L Pfaff lpfaff1 Rep: I
hope this helped you out, if so let me know by pressing the helpful button. Score 4. Hi lpfaff1
You're probably right but it doesn't say much about the appropriate fuse rating or should that
be inappropriate of the power supply for the blower motor does it? Hi lpfaff1 Thanks for the link.
Score 1. Dakota Fan dakotafan Rep: 13 1. Juan Ramirez Rep: 25 1. And yes , it was a little
uncomfortable to solder the wires , but not impossible. Thank you for input totally appreciated
it. Score 0. Add your answer Trent will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:. This tutorial will
help you test the Dodge Dakota and Durango blower motor resistor in a step-by-step way. This
bad boy is a breeze to test since it's located under the dash and not that hard to access unlike
the and earlier Dakota and Durangos which have it behind the dash panel. If you need to test the
or later blower motor resistor block, check out the following tutorials:. In the process of
reducing the current, the resistor block produces a lot of heat. It's this heat that will cause it to
fail sooner or later and melt its connector too. It's very common for the resistor connector
terminals to corrode or for the connector to burn and melt. This will make disconnecting the
connector from the blower motor resistor block very difficult. Another common problem is
finding the resistor block coils corroded or burned out when removing the resistor block for
testing. The blower motor resistor is a very inexpensive part. The following links will help you to
comparison shop for it and hopefully save you a few bucks:. If you find any type of burn
damage on the resistor block and connector, you can conclude they're bad and need to be
replaced and skip the continuity tests. Disconnect the blower motor resistor from its connector
and remove it from its location. Visually inspect the blower motor resistor block and connector
for burn damage and severe corrosion. If the blower resistor block and connector have any heat
damage in other words: burns or are melted , you can stop here and conclude they're bad and
need to be replaced. Check for continuity across two terminals at a time. Continuity should be
present between all terminals. CASE 1: Continuity exists between all the blower motor resistor
terminals. This is the correct and expected test result. If there isn't any burn damage to the
resistor's coils or its connector, then you can conclude the blower motor resistor block is OK
and not defective. This test result tells you that the blower motor resistor is defective and needs
to be replaced. Ignition System Wiring Diagram 4. Melvin Udall: Never, never, interrupt me,
okay? Not if there's a fire, not even if you hear the sound of a thud from my home and one week
later there's a smell coming from there that can only be a decaying human body and you have
to hold a hanky to your face because the stench is so thick that you think you're going to faint.
Even then, don't come knocking As Good As It Gets. This material may not be reproduced
without the author's consent. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from

qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps
support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the
problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2. Contents of this tutorial at a glance:. All Tutorials: 4.
Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site! Hate Spam. Skip to main content of
results for "blower motor resistor dodge dakota". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free
Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. International Shipping. Filter
results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results
below. Enter a new vehicle. Amazon's Choice for blower motor resistor dodge dakota. Get it as
soon as Thu, Feb Get it as soon as Fri, Feb FREE Shipping. Only 7 left in stock - order soon.
Only 10 left in stock - order soon. Lowest price in 30 days. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Only 3
left in stock - order soon. Only 5 left in stock - order soon. Only 12 left in stock - order soon.
Only 1 left in stock - order soon. N
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eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

